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For this year’s chakra-centric gift guide,  
we consulted expert Cyndi Dale, 

author of New Chakra Healing, to pick 
the best (subtle) energy boosters 

for the loved ones on your list.
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1 Manduka PRO  
TRIUMPH YOGA MAT
This Manduka limited-
edition rose-gold mat, 
guaranteed to never 
wear out, offers up 
cushioning and trac-
tion in equal measure. 
Give the gift of the 
centering energy that 
comes simply by get-
ting on a yoga mat 
($130, manduka.com).

Root chakra
muladhara

SECURITY • SURVIVAL • COMFORT • MOVEMENT • GROUNDING • TRAVEL • PHYSICALITY • SEXUALITY
COLOR RED   ELEMENT EARTH

2 Birkenstock  
FOOT BALM
Feet, the unsung 
heroes of the root 
chakra, deserve 
extra pampering this 
time of year. Yogis 
will appreciate 
Birkenstock’s new 
foot-care line, 
infused with hydrat-
ing cork-oak extract 
to make cracked 
soles smooth ($25, 
birkenstock.com).

3 Allbirds WOMEN’S 
WOOL RUNNERS
Superfine merino 
wool and an ergo-
nomic tread design 
helps wanderers 
keep connected to 
their base. Plus, All-
birds shoes are easy 
on the environment, 
with laces made from 
recycled plastic and 
insoles from castor-
bean oil ($95,  
allbirds.com).

4 Ravi MANDALA 
HEAVY BLANKET
Sinking under a 
sumptuous nine-
pound sandbag puts 
the fight-or-flight 
response to rest.  
Perfect for ground-
ing and soothing 
stress, tension, and 
fatigue, this hand-
some prop will be a 
welcome addition to 
any yogi’s toolkit 
($70, myravi.com).

5 Beyond Yoga 
COZY FLEECE 
FOLDOVER  
SWEATPANT
House pants that can 
go anywhere—and 
will—these plush 
sweats feel dreamy. 
Pay homage to the 
root chakra, which 
does so much of our 
heavy lifting, with 
pants that take soft to 
new extremes ($99, 
beyondyoga.com).

6 Prana  
SLOUCH TOTE
Versatility is the hall-
mark of this sturdy 
but freewheeling 
organic cotton 
bag—take it to work, 
yoga, and anywhere 
in between. Made 
for roaming, it trav-
els light with bohe-
mian flair ($69, 
prana.com).
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1 Coyuchi UNISEX ORGANIC WAFFLE ROBE

The spa lover in your life will appreciate the 
luxurious vibe of this sophisticated waffle 
robe. Help ease the transition from watery 
realms to dry land with this elegantly cut  
must-have that gets softer with every wash 
($98, coyuchi.com).

2 Brentwood Home CRYSTAL COVE  
MEDITATION SET

Help a dear one surf the currents of emotions 
(without getting sucked under) by giving the 
gift of mindfulness. This wave-embroidered 
meditation bundle comes with a cushion,  
bolster, and pranayama pillow made from 
organic cotton and filled with sustainably 
sourced buckwheat hulls ($169 for the set,  
brentwoodhome.com).

3 Upstate DYE KIT

The nascent artisans in your circle will swoon 
at the chance to follow their color bliss. Each 
kit comes with a handcrafted dye mixture,  
a silk handkerchief, a string for tie-dying, and  
a bonus tutorial in shibori (a Japanese dyeing 
technique) for makers who are eager to  
experiment (from $48, youreupstate.com).

4 Province Apothecary LOVER’S KIT

Support your sweetie’s sensual proclivities 
with these wildcrafted lotions free of  
hormone-disrupting chemicals. Lover’s Oil, 
a blend of 10 deliciously fragrant essential 
oils, will bestow a heightened sensorial  
experience on anyone it touches ($34,  
provinceapothecary.com).

5 Kailo INFINITE BALANCE ESSENCE KIT

The ultimate gift for the chakra-observant:  
a full-spectrum chakra balancing kit with 
scents to soothe any hint of emotional  
dysregulation. Open the chakras to their full 
potential with concentrated organic essences 
packaged in a salvaged-leather case ($198,  
kailo-wellness.com).

6 Moonbath WANING MOON BATH TEA

Fresh mint and rosemary lend reflective proper-
ties to this Ayurveda-inspired bath additive. 
Intentional botanicals that sync up with the 
moon’s cycles will encourage your favorite 
soakers to pay more attention to their waxing 
and waning energy levels ($20, moonbath.com).

Sacral chakra
svadhisthana

CREATIVITY • FEELINGS • EMOTIONS • EMPATHY • SENSUALITY
COLOR ORANGE   ELEMENT WATER
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1 The Citizenry MERCADO STORAGE BASKET
Form and function get to work in this elegant vehi-
cle for containment. A large hand-braided palm 
basket, made in a Mexican fair-trade cooperative, 
it will help your clutter-averse friends keep their 
sight lines clean and focus intact (from $95,  
the-citizenry.com).

2 Moon Juice POWER DUST
For friends suffering from burnout, a touch of 
edible energy may be just the thing. Power Dust 
utilizes Ayurvedic herbs and cordyceps, the lat-
est it mushroom, to form an adaptogenic supple-
ment that promises to combat physical and 
psychic fatigue and alchemize creativity into 
action ($38, moonjuice.com).

3 Vancouver Island Salt Co. LIMITED-EDITION 
CANADIAN SEA SALT COLLECTION
Stoke digestive fires with Canada’s first indige-
nous collection of sustainable, unrefined sea salts. 
Prized by nutritionists for its abundant trace ele-
ments and alkalizing effects, sea salt makes a wel-
come gift for aspiring gourmands and committed 
health junkies ($40, visaltco.com).

4 Skylar ARROW CANDLE
Candles are a beautiful way to mirror the churn 
and burn of the fiery will held in our power cen-
ter. Your loved ones will relish this clean-burning 
version, with warm, spicy notes of midnight  
jasmine and vanilla ($38, skylar.com).

Solar plexus
manipura

PLEASURE • WILLPOWER • DIGESTION • STRUCTURE • VITALITY • HARMONY
COLOR YELLOW   ELEMENT FIRE
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5 Farmtrue GHEE-NUT BUTTER  
IN CACAO CHAI
In Ayurveda, ghee resides at the epicenter of 
healthy digestion. Foodies will love the easy 
spreadability of this brilliant ghee-and-nut-butter 
combo, which adds a spicy richness to anything 
it tops (from $7, farmtrue.com).

6 31 Bits CARVED TEAK CHEESE BOARD
The solar plexus represents harmony and vital-
ity—both on ample display in this teak serving 
board, which provides an eye-catching base for  
a variety of nourishing hors d’oeuvres. 31 Bits 
gives artisans in Uganda and Indonesia access to 
a global market and better compensation for their 
skills, all of which relates to this chakra’s self-
actualization superpower ($78, 31bits.com).
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1 Industry West NOTRE MONDE CAISSON 
ROUND TRAY
Loving all and serving all go hand in hand 
with this elegant, one-of-a-kind serving  
platter. Its unique global pattern makes  
for a functional piece of art that’s sure  
to please party hosts of all stripes ($175, 
industrywest.com). 

2 Faith Stone WOODBLOCK  
HANUMAN PRINT
Hanuman is an archetypal Hindu expression 
of love and devotion. This Japanese-style 
print will transmit the humble ardor that lives 
inside the heart—wherever it calls home 
($50, faithstoneart.com).

3 Bird’s Tail Designs MALAS
Handcrafted amazonite and leather-
accented malas will resonate with the heart 
chakra and amplify self-discovery. Anyone 
on the heroine’s journey will appreciate 
these dazzling touchstones of resolve (both 
$97, birdstaildesigns.com).

4 Athleta HYPER FOCUSED BRA
Take care of the heart chakra with Athleta’s 
signature Powervita, a breathable, beyond-
soft fabric that’s more hug than squeeze—
with the added bonus of dramatic straps that 
add zing to any tank ($49, athleta.gap.com).

5 Seek & Swoon ENVIE THROW
This bold geometric throw, upcycled from 
cotton yarn gleaned from cutting-room 
floors, will keep snugglers in a cocoon of 
nurturing warmth—the heart’s love language. 
Destined to become a cuddle-time fave, this 
eye-catching blanket goes from Savasana to 
après-ski in style ($170, seekandswoon.com). 

6 Terrain COPPER PEAK BIRD FEEDER
The heart chakra, open and expansive, is 
associated with the element air. Invoke light-
ness—and light-heartedness—with this 
pagoda-style bird feeder, which attracts the 
winged creatures often equated with peace 
and joy. ($78, shopterrain.com). 

Heart chakra
anahata

LOVE • RELATIONSHIPS • HEALING • JOY • SPIRIT • BREATH • WARMTH
COLORS GREEN, PINK, GOLD   ELEMENT AIR
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1 Woodstock EMPEROR GONG
Access clarity with the resonat-
ing sound and graceful aes-
thetic of this wind chime. 
Inspired by traditional Asian 
design elements, this weather-
resistant gong calls forth bal-
ance and harmony to help  
your loved ones develop the 
focus and expression associ-
ated with this chakra ($80,  
hayneedle.com).

2 Lululemon VINYASA SCARF
This ultra-cozy, chic scarf will 
keep the throat chakra warm 
and protected. Whether 
draped as an infinity scarf or 
worn as a shawl, it can assist in 
speaking a higher truth ($48, 
lululemon.com).

3 Terrain BEE RAW VARIETAL 
HONEY FLIGHT
We love this gorgeous set of 
nine vials of hand-corked 
honey, which supports artisanal 
beekeepers and endangered 
bees. Just a spoonful of this 
nectar a day will make scratchy 
throats ready to warble ($78,  
shopterrain.com).

4 Earth-in-USA FOUR CORNERS 
CERAMIC EARTH-IN CANTEEN
The latest push in sustainable 
bottles goes back to our 
ancestral hands in clay. 
Hydrate this chakra responsi-
bly with this luminous vessel—
free of hidden health hazards 
($36, earthinusa.com).

5 Block Shop FOIL STAMPED 
NOTE CARDS
Handwritten letters are making 
a comeback—conveying grati-
tude, civility, and appreciation in 
an age when rapid-fire emails 
and text messages are tossed 
off to the tune of hundreds  
a day. These striking designs, 
created by fifth-generation mas-
ter printers in Jaipur, India, take 
their inspiration from modern 
ceramic artists, the natural 
world, and Mughal aesthetics 
($34, blockshoptextiles.com).

6 Tea Forte ICON AU GOLD 
INFUSER and CHAKRA TEA 
ASSORTMENT
The art of tea drinking is in slow-
ing down and listening—that’s 
also the realm of the throat 
chakra, which relates to both 
receiving guidance and voicing 
truths. The Tea Forte iconic infus-
er’s minimal elegance makes 
each cup of tea feel like a Zen rit-
ual; an assortment of unique aro-
matic chais boost mental clarity 
($30 for infuser; $22 for tea set, 
teaforte.com).

Throat chakra
visuddha

TRUTH • CLARITY • COMMUNICATION • SPEECH • RESPONSIBILITY • EXPRESSION
COLOR BLUE   ELEMENT SOUND
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1 Jesse Poulin MOROCCAN 
STARS MANDALA
The third eye chakra works with 
symbols to intuit awareness. In 
Poulin’s layered-wood pieces,  
an intricate yantra (an ancient 
Hindu meditation aid) serves  
as deluxe eye candy for any of 
your favorite samadhi seekers 
($2,200, jessepoulin.com).

2 iHome ZENERGY AROMA 
BLUETOOTH THERAPY 
SPEAKER
This gift hits the jackpot of sen-
sory soothing, offering a spectrum 

of light, sound, and aromather-
apy options. When used for light 
therapy, which enhances this 
chakra’s perceptiveness, choose 
from color-blending rifts and  
a flickering candle effect ($100,  
ihomeaudio.com).

3 Open Heart Warrior LEATHER 
SACRED MEDICINE BAG
Ideal for stashing crystals and 
other amulets, this mini-tote com-
plements the third eye’s height-
ened attunement—often 
associated with a bluish-white 
light that stands for purity. The 

trademark bow-and-arrow detail 
is meant to reinforce the ability to 
aim true to a higher calling (from 
$138, openheartwarrior.com).

4 Raj Yoga CHAKRA HEART 
STONE SET
The third eye chakra is predomi-
nantly visual—and resonates with 
colorful, healing gemstones. We 
love the simplicity of this elegant 
set of seven heart-shaped stones 
and accompanying mantras that 
amplify and balance each 
chakra’s specific energy ($28, 
contact rajyogaboulder.com).

5 All the Wei DARK CHOCO-
LATE ASSORTMENT

The Latin name for the cacao 
tree translates as “food of  
the gods,” and chocolate’s  
earliest connoisseurs, the 
Mayans and Aztecs, believed 
cacao beans had magical prop-
erties well-suited for important 
rituals. Wei of Chocolate takes 
its organic, vegan chocolate 
almost as seriously, elevating 
the chocolate experience to  
a sacred act of self-care ($32, 
weiofchocolate.com).

Third eye chakra
ajna

INTUITION • VISION • INSIGHT • PITUITARY • CLAIRVOYANCE
COLOR INDIGO   ELEMENT LIGHT
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1 Christian Berry GEM CATCHER
One-of-a-kind dreamcatchers—this 
one made with amethyst to connect 
with higher domains—serve as stun-
ning talismans of psychic expan-
siveness. Berry customizes each 
one by consulting with tarot cards 
and his finely honed intuition (from 
$60, christiantberry.com). 

2 Naturally Dyed Goods  
LAVENDER EYE PILLOW
Mindful textiles speak volumes 
about our relationship to the envi-
ronment. This simple eye pillow, 
packed with lentils, rice, and laven-
der buds, will quiet the nervous 
system and help induce deep rest, 
the purview of the crown chakra 
($16, naturallydyedgoods.com).

3 Among the Flowers CEDAR + 
ROSE SMUDGE STICK
This delicate bouquet of hand-
bound herbs and blooms is burned 
to lift consciousness and clear neg-
ativity—making way for connection 
to purpose and destiny ($16,  
amongtheflowers.com). 

4 Upstate SILK PILLOWCASE  
IN GALAXY
The crown chakra relates to the 
pineal gland, which regulates hor-
mones, emotions, and circadian 
rhythms. This silken, hypoaller-
genic pillowcase—hand-dyed  
in Brooklyn, brings serenity to  
dedicated dreamers ($136,  
youreupstate.com).

5 P.F. Candle Co. INCENSE
The crown chakra’s aim of uniting 
human consciousness with the 
divine is exemplified by incense, 
which was invented to appease  
the gods with its pleasant aroma. 
We’re obsessed with P.F. Candle 
Co. hand-dipped incense blends, 
sourced from rich but often unac-
knowledged scents, such as teak-
wood and moss, found in nature 
($8 a pack, pfcandleco.com). 

Crown chakra
sahasrara

SURRENDER • CONNECTION • SPIRIT • PROPHECY • DESTINY • PURPOSE
COLOR VIOLET   ELEMENT ETHER


